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Smoothing Parameter Selection 
For A New Regression Estimator 
For Non-negative Data 
Baohua He 
In this thesis, the CV selection technique is applied into 
Chaubey, Laib and Sen (2008)'s estimator, which is a new 
regression estimation for nonnegative random variables. The 
estimator is based on a generalization of Hille's lemma and a 
perturbation idea. The first and second order MSE are derived. 
The ISE criteria for the optimal value of smoothing parameter is 
discussed and also calculated. The simulation results and the 
Graphical illustrations on the new estimator, comparing with 
Fan (1992, 2003)'s local kernel regression estimators are 
provided. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Parametric and Nonparametric Regression Approaches 
Regression analysis is one of llie most commonly used techniques in the statistics, 
which describes the relationship between dependent variable Y and explanatory 
variable(s) X. One might estimate the regression function m(.) in the model : 
<D(Y) = m(X) + £ (1.1.1) 
Where the e is the residuals or errors. 
In this thesis, we take: 
<D(Y) = Y (1.1.2) 
There are two approaches for the regression estimator: the Parametric Approach and 
Nonparametric one. 
The task of Parametric approach is to determine the parameters and it has strict 
assumptions, for example: m(.) belongs to a specific parametric family with a set of 
all possible parameter values. 
In the past century the parametric regression techniques have improved greatly and 
maturely. We may refer to Raymond.H.Myers (1990) and the references therein. Using 
the parametric regression techniques: 
We may preliminarily evaluate the validity. 
Then select the model (Cp, PRESS, R2, stepwise...) 
And check diagnostics (QQ, R-student, DFFITS, COVRATIO...) 
And transform if necessary (Box-Cox, GLM...) 
Based on a random sample, for another way, Nonparametric approach is quite simple 
to compute. It doesn't restrict the possible form of m(.) or is only with few 
assumptions about m(.). 
The task of nonparametric model is to estimate the full regression curve. 
l 
1.2 The Kernel Estimators and Fan's Local Linear Estimator 
In contrast to the Parametric approach, Nonparametric one has smooth and flexible 
form. Decades various nonparametric estimators of regression function m(.) have 
been proposed in the literature, among which the kernel regression estimators are 
widely used. We may refer to Chaubey, Laib and Sen (2008) and the references 
therein. We start from Nadaraya-Watson (1964)'s estimator, referring to 
Hafdle,W.(1990) pp.127 : 
m(x) = ' ( / i^Oand nh- oo.) (1-2.1) 
nlru><(^r') 
Firstly, for numerator: E [n~' Z'Li^ K{ X~]~') 1 -*m(*)f(x) (1-2.2) 
Similarly, for denominator: E[n~l J2"=iK \—f^' )} -» f(x) (1-2.3) 
Hence, m(x —* m(x) (1.2.4) 
In Nadaraya-Watson's estimation, the estimator depends on a single smoothing 
parameter h and it may have boundary bias and fail to estimate the discontinuity at 
boundary. 
Fan (1992, 2003) proposed a local regression, with different smoothing parameter h
 r 
By minimizing 
£ ^ ( * -a-b(x -Xt) J K (*-^) (1.2.5) 
The regression estimator can be obtained below: 





^){^2- (*"*)*..> ) (L2-?) 
With 
K— the kernel function, symmetric with zero mean and unit variance 
h„— smoothing bandwidth. 
And 
S», ,„ =
 E » = i A' ^ ~ ' ) (x - X, f ( m = 0,1,2 ) (1-2.8) 
In Fan's estimation, "Local" is so called, because: 
when Xi is near x, K ( u ) becomes large, m(x) can be more affected; and 
when xi is far from x, K( U ) becomes small, m(x) can be less affected. 
Here standard normal Kernel function is applied into the simulation: 
2 
K(U) = - ^ - e X P ( I f ) (1'2-9) 
The boundary problem is of great importance, but the Kernel Estimator may not 
provide admissible values of the regression function or its functionals at the 
boundaries, for regressions with restricted support. Any smoothing method will 
become less accurate near the boundary of the observation interval because fewer 
observations can be averaged, and thus variance or bias can be affected. 
To alleviate this problem, now we propose Chaubey, Laib and Sen (2008)'s estimator, 
a new regression estimation for nonnegative random variables: 
3 
1.3 Chaubey, Lail) and Sen's Estimator: A New Regression Estimator 
1.3.1 Definition 
Now, we; mcjtivaU: the introduction of the following estimator of m{-), that is 
"'•» -'0 = — r r U »
 n—rv~\—• (i..M.ij 
" L , = i Qi,t.„(A,-) 
where (,).,,„„(') = - ' /r„(~) is ^ density function on (0, oo) with mean x and variance (xvn)2 —> 0 
as n —> oo. 
The above estimator, however, may not be defined at x = 0, except in cases where m„(0) = 
1 iiii-j,- .(j - " i»( i ) exists. For instance, if Q,,.„ ..,•(•) is a gamma density function with mean x and 
variance (:ri.')~, defined for x > 0, by 
Qr,-„(t) = , 0 „ L / ' " " ' e - n " ' ^ , wliere a„ = 1/t^, & = vftx. (1.3.1.2) 
P i 1 (,«7iJ 
Then, the limit ?7i„(0) may be computed as follows 




 r u x u ~ l e~anX{')/x 
Zw=l ^ ( i ) c 
^ y j , ] ) ^ - 1 + E? = 2 0(y | l l )^r 1 e-<M*co-*<ui/* 
— Jjj-j^ L J ! i_i 
where Xr^ stands for the order statistic of Xi and VM the corresponding concommitant, i.e., 
yjj] = Y, if X^ = Xj. However, in this case m n(0) does not consistently estimate m(0). 
To alleviate this situation, consider the following perturbed version of the above regression 
estimator: 
m„(s ) := mn(x + en) = " " ' ^ f ^ + ^ f } ' ^ °> (L 3- 1" 3) 
n
 L=l (3x+e„,u„(A. l) 
where Qx+tn,vn{t) ~ ^T^-Qvn(x~+Z') a n d en goes to 0 at an appropriate (sufficiently slow) rate as 
n —> oo. 
In this thesis, we focus on the special case where QVniX+en{') iS a gamma density function with 
mean x + en and variance v\{x + e n) 2 . Namely, for x > 0, 
Q*+*n,vn{t) = nan L ^ Q " ' 1 e - a ^ / ^ + £ » ) , where an = l/v2n, px+(n = vfa + e„). (1.3.1.4) 
Ar+£„ r ( " n ) 
Gamma density is naturally asymmetric to cope with discontinuity at t = 0. 
4 
1.3.2 The Properties of the New Estimators 
1 . 3 . 2 . 1 P o i n t - w i s e c o n s i s t e n c y 
To obtain this properly,the following generalization o( tin.: Hille's Lemnial is used: 
L e m m a A (Lemma 1, Chapter VII.1, Feller 19G5). Let It be any bounded anil eont.muous function. 
Let gr,,,{•), n = 1,2, . . . be a family of densities functions with, mean /(,,(:;.•) and variance w~(:r) 
then we have as //„(:(') —> u: and •«„(:/') —> 0 
/(.(:/•) ^ h(t)gx,n{t)dt --* h(x) as n -> oo. 
•J — oo 
The convergence is uniform in every subinterval in winch u„(x) —» 0 and !i is unifonnly continuous 
A])ply the Hide's Lemma into both the denominator and numerator: 
77(„ (x) = 
7 
Firstly, for numerator: 
n^Z'UQ'.vAXi) (1.3.2.1) 
E [ n - 1 £ r = i * 0 ' 0 < f e , „ ( * i ) ] 
E[ <KY)gx,n(X) ] 
m(t)gx.n{t)f(t)dt 
m{t)f{t) ffi,n(0* -*m(z)f(x) (1.3.2.2) By the Lamina, 
Similarly, for denominator: 
E [ " _ 1 £ ? = i »* .»(* ' ) ] 
= E[ 9x<n{X) ] 
= / s x , n ( t ) / ( t K 
=J f{t)gx,n(t)dt 
By Hille's Lamma, it converges f(x) ( 1 3 2 3') 
Hence, mn(x) = zp^i - — — - > m ( x ) (1.3.2.4) 
71
 2-Jt=l .9:E,IIIAJJ 
5 
1.3.2.2 Uniform strong consistency 
Theorems 1 below deals with the uniform consistency of the estimator mn(-). 
Theorem 1 Under the suitable conditions,we have, (refering to Chaubey and Sen(2008)): 
sup \rhn(x) — m(x)\ = 0 a.s. as n —> oo. 
x£[a,6] 
1.3.2.3 Asymptotic Normality 
Theorem 2 below delas with asymptotic normality for mn(-). 
Theorem 2 Under the suitable conditions,we have, (refering to Chaubey and Sen(2008)): 
y/nvn(mn(x) - m{x)) ->• M (0, cr2(x)) . 
* 1 W2(x)-m2(x) 
where cf(x) = —= JJ— , 
W2(x)=E[Y2\x = x } 
6 
2 MSE (Mean Square Error) of the New 
Regression Est imator 
2.1 Some Results leading to MSE 
We have m+(x) = r+(x)/f£(x), x > 0, where 
i=\ i=l 
and QXyV(t) — (l/x)qv(t/x) for x > 0,t > 0, where 
_ t^1^2)-1 exp(-t /^2) 
9vW
 ~ (^)V«2r(l/t;2) ' ' 
is the Gamma (a = (l/v2),(3 = v2) density. 
Under the suitable conditions,we have, (refering to Chaubey, Sen and Sen(2007)): 
0 ( 0 = h^' = h(q) = l im^ov f™(qv{t))2dt = 1/V^F exists; 
Mi 
fQ-=E[Qx,Vn{Xi)] = [QX!Vn(u)f(u,t)du = f(x^f'(x).en+o(en) 
[Q.Y:=E[Qx<Vn(Xi)Yi]=fQx,Mvf{u)du = r ( x ^ / ( x ) . en +o(en) 
JQ2.=E{[Qx,Vn{Xi)]2}=jQl^) f (u) du = 0{<^ [f{xy,f,(x).en+o{en)] 
JQ^Y^EHQ^iX,)}2} =JQlM uf(u) du = ° J ^ [r(x)+r/(x).ew + 0 (e n ) ] 
jQ2.Y2:=E{[Qx,Vn(Xi)Yif}=[Qlvn(u) u2f{u)du 
f(x)S2(x)+[f(x)S2(x)]'-en +Q£n) 
• (J (, n V 
Z + £ n 
w/iere sfy) = ^ Y ^ X i = i) 
2.2 E s t i m a t i o n for fn(x) 
2.2.1 Expectation for fnfc) 
E[f+(x)] = E[n-i^=1QXtVn(Xi) } 
= E[Q{X) ) 
— / ^6 X,V (u) f(u)du 
j«,^p4.
 !(u)iu (lety=u/(l+£n)) 
[l^M*+<4 . j[y.(x+£„] d[y.{x+tn] 
J x +e„ ' 
(expand in X by Taylor's expansion, fQx^iy)' iy-(x+en] dy 
J and let xo= u-x) 
[qx,MlfW(x>Xo+0(Xo)} dy 
f{x)Jq+ f'(x)Jq-Xo+ fq o{x0) 
f(x^f'(x)-en+o(en) 
8 
2.2.2 Variance for f+(x) 
Vfcr [/+(*)] = Varln-iZ7=iQ*,vn(Xi) ] 
= n-2Var[ Z?=1Qx,vn(X) ] 
= n'
1
 Var [ Q {X ) ] 
= n-i{E[Q(X)]2 - E2i Q(X)] } 
= n-1 { J Q2 - (J Q f ] 
- [f(x^f'(x).en+o^n)}2 y 
9 
2.3 Es t imat ion for r,U:i:) 
2.3.1 Expectation for •>;'!'O'O 
E[r + (:c)} = E\rr^>=iQ:cVn{Xl).Y,} 
= E\Q{X).Y ) 
QY 
Q r , „ > ) r(u)du 
= J - ^ - H. r(u)du (\e\y=u/(x+en) ) 
/ « ' * > * * + e " ) ] • r\y.(*+en] d[y.{x+en] J x+en 
/ 9 x , . ( y ) . r{y.(x+eB] d y (expanding by Taylor's expansion, 
^ and let xo= u - x ) 
:
 fq^(y)lr(xyn(x).x0+o{x0)} dy 
r{x)jQ+ r>(x)fq- X0+ fq- o(Xo) 
r(x)+r'(x)-en +o(e„) 
10 
2.3.2 Var iance for r?,(x) 
Var \r + W)=
 Var [ 7l-i £»__, Qx,v„ (X{) • Y, } 
= n-2Var{ rUQ^vA^-Y, ] 
= n-1 Var[ Q {X ) • Y } 
= n-i { £ [ Q ( . Y ) . y ] 2 - £ 2 [ < ? ( * ) • V 
= «-• [ J Q2-Y2 - ( JQ-Y) j 
(a:+e„)-v„ 
2 
[ r(x)+r'(x).en + o(e„) ] } 
where s V ) = [t2f(t\u)dt 
11 
2.4 1st order Mean Squares Error (MSE) of the regression es t imator 
( " 1st order" is so called, because by Taylor's expansion, 
the final result is only in first order, e.g. /'(Xj . j 
MSE[m,y)\ - £[(•,,£(*)--•,,,(*•)) \2 
- ^[('•t(-' '-)/^-)- m(x)]2 
= E{{(r+t(x)/f;iXx)- m(x)][ fin(x)/f(x) + 1 _ /^>)//(x) ]} 2 
= E{l(r\(z)-m(x).f+{x)]/fi1Xx). [f+n(x)/f(x) + 1 _ /+(x)//(.r) ]}2 
= E{[(r+,(x)~ m( .x^( x ) ] / /+(x) . [ j\(x)/f(x)} 
+ [(r+(x)~ '"(•^•/,!(:r)]//,r(x). (! - J\(x)/f(x) ]}2 
=o 
«E{[(r+n(.x)- m(x).f+{x)]/f{x)}2 
= f{x)~2 • E{r+n(x)- m{xyfax)}2 
= f~\x) • {Var[r+n(x)~ m^x) .fax)j +E^r+n(x)- m(x) -fax)}} 
= f~\x) .{Var[r+n{x)-m{x).fax))}+f-fa ^ r+n(i)- m(x) -/+(x)] 
= /_ 2(x) • {V5ir[r+n(a;)-m(a;)./+(x)]}+/-^). ^ r+„(x) - m(x) ./+(x)] 
= f^(x) . {Var[r\{x)- m (x) -fax)}} +fa(x).{E[r+n(x)]_m{xyE[fax)}}2 
= / " > > - ^ { n - ^ U Y t - QX,M)~ m ( l ) . n - i E ? = , Q x ^ W ) } 
+ /^(x) • {[ r(x)+r'(x).en+o(en)] _ m(x) • [/(x)+/'(x)-e„ +0(en) } 
= / ^ ( x ) •n-2.yar{E?=i<3*.ih(Xi)' [ *i ~ m (*) ]} 
+ A x ) ' { [ r(z)+r'(x).en + o(en)]__ [m(x)/(x) + m(x)/'(x). en+m(x)0(e?l)] }2 
- f~*(x) -n-t.VariZUQwW- ( y« - m ( * ) ] } 
+ /^(x) * { m(x)/(x)] '• e„ +o(c„) " m(x)/'(x). e„-m(x)0(e„)}2 
= / ^ ( x ) -n-2.
 nvar{ Qx.u,^)- [ ^ - m ( x ) ] } 
+ P{x) • { [m'(x)/(x). en + o( en) - m(x) 0(e„) }2 
= /""(x) -n^.{E[Qx^(X).(Y-m{x))f_ E2[Q^{xh{Y_m{x))]] 
+




- / " - ( : r ) • { m'(,;)/(:/')- r„ I o( ,„ ) - m(x)0{C„)f 
= / " ( : 0 - « " ' { 
2 "W 
0 ( <'„')[ r ( x - ^ r ' ( x - ) - C n + o ( e T I ) ; 
x -t-e, 
m.(x)- 0 ( ^ 1 
x + er. 
/ ' ( ^ ) - 7 i - 1 {r(x)+r ' ( .T).en +o(en) _ m ( x ) . [ / ( ^ / ' ( x ) . en +o(e n ) ] } 
p~2 
+ / ( i) • { m'(a;)/(x). c„ + o ( e n ) - m ( a : ) 0 ( e „ ) y 
/2 (?) 
/ 2 ( x ) n ( x + e „ ) vn 
{[f(x)s'(x)+[f(x)SZ(x)}'-en +°fn)] 
- 2 m( x ) • [ m(x)/(a:) + (m(x) / (x)) ' en + o(en); 
m(x)} 
-.-2/ 
/ » n- • { m'(.x)/(x). en + o ( e n ) - m ( x ) o ( e n ) } 
/ ^ ( x ) • { m'(x)/(x)-e„ + o(e n ) -m(x)o(£n) } 
13 
2.5 2 n d o r d e r M e a n S q u a r e s Error ( M S E ) of t h e r e g r e s s i o n e s t i m a t o r 
("2nd order" is so called, because by Taylor's expansion, 
the final result is kept in first order, e.g. f"(x) .) 
We have m+(x) = r+(x)//+(x), x > 0, where 
and Qx,v(t) = (l/x)qv(t/x) for x > 0, t > 0, where 
_
 t(i/^2)-i exp(-t /^2) 
9
^ - (^)i /«2r( i /^2) ' * > ' 
is the Gamma (a = (l/v2),fi = v2) density. 
Below we determine the optimal (in the sense of minimizing the mean squared error (MSE) of 
771+(x)) rates of convergence of vn —> 0, en —> 0 (which is necessary for 77i+(:r) to be a consistent 
estimator of 771(2;)) as 71 —> 00. 
Consider 
m+ (x) — m(x) 
= ( r+(x) / /+(x) ) -m(x) 
= WftW){r+(x) - m(x)f(x)) - (m(x)//+(x))(/+(a;) - f(x)). (3.5.1) 
Thus we may approximate 
MSEtofc)] :=E(m+0r) - m(x))2 « ^ L ^ E ( r + ( x ) - m(x)/(x))2 + J ^ £ ( / + ( x ) - f(x))2, 
ignoring the product term — 2(77i(:r)//2(a:)).E[(r+(:c) — m(x)f(x))(f+(x) — f(x))], because by the 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
\E[(ri(x)-m(x)f(x))(f+(x)-f(x))}\ < ^ ( r + ( x ) - m{x)f{x))2^E{f+(x) - f(x))2 
< max{£;[(r+(x) - m{x)f{x))]\ £[(/+(*) - f(x))}2}. 
Now 
E(r+(x) - m(x)f(x))2 = var(r+(x)) + (bias(r+(z))2, 
14 
H I X 1 
varfr,: (,:)) = „.~' E(Y?Qi , ,„,,„ (A',)) - •/,.-' \E(Y,QxV£n^ (A', ))f 
= " ' ( : ' • + c , , ) - 2 I" m,{t)<ll (t/{x + en))f{t)dt, where vn , (0 = EO' f |A ' , = / . ) , 
= n \ x + e,^ I ^M^ + en))f(t(x + eM,,(t)dl 
f (/«)( l:/;)- |// t,(:/:)/(x-) if x > 0, 
j (m;„e„)- ,7u a(U)/(U) if a.- = 0, 
q2{t)= {yl/2)Vri^r{{2/vl) - 1) t^^exp{-2t/v2) 
3.5.2) 
(^ )W?. )P(1 / V 2) (V2/2)W«i!)- i r ( (2/v2)- l ) 
0 ( 0 (Gamma (a = (2/u2) - 1,/? = t;2/2 density), 
CO. 
so that, provided rn2(-), /(•) are assumed to be continuous, 
f*?n2(t{x+en))f{t{x+en))Gamm2i {t\a ={2/v2n) -1,0 = v2n/2)dt -» m 2 (x) / (x) as n 
Further, 
Bias(r+(x)) = j ^ y j Q ^ , ^ * , ) ) - m(x)f(x) 
rco 
= (x + en)-x m(t)qVn(t/{x + £n))f(t)dt - m{x)f(x) 
roo 7 ° 
= / [r(t{x + en)) -r(x)]qVn(t)dt, where r(x) = m(x)f(x), 
7?oo 
- / [{x(t - 1) + e„t)r'(x) + (l/2)(x{t - 1) + £n t )2r"(x)]^n( t)di + 0n(x), Jo 
by Taylor's expansion, with 3rd and higher order terms denoted by 9n(x), 
roo roo rco 
= xr'(x) J (t-l)qVn(t)dt + enr'(x)J tqVn(t)dt + (l /2)x2r"(x) J {t - l)2qVn(t)dt 
+xr"(x)en J0°° t(t - l)qVn(t)dt + ( l / 2 ) 4 r " ( x ) /0°° t2g„n(t)d< + dn(x) 
= enr\x) + (l/2)v2nx2r"(x) + env2nxr"(x) + ( 1 / 2 ) ^ ( 1 + vl)r"{x) + 0n(x) 
« enr '(x) + (l/2)U2x2r"(x) ) (3.5.3) 
using the facts that 
roo roo 
/ tqvn(t)dt = l, / t2qVn(t)dt = l + vl, Jo JO 
fOO
 0 yoo 
/ (i - lJqVn(t)dt = t(t- l)qVn(t)dt = v2n} 
J
o Jo 
and ignoring higher order terms. 
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From K(|. (.15.2) and (3.5.3) wc get. 
inv,,,:)- 'n,Ax)j{.v) | \enr'(x) + (1 /2)^ :V' ( : , ; ) ] 2 if :/: > 0, 
' ( ^ , c J ^ M 0 ) / ( 0 ) + £ - 2 ( r ' ( ( ) ) ) 2 ifa: = 0. 
Sinnlarily.we get 
, (nvnx)-lf(x) + (enf(x) +[(l/2)vlx*f'(x)}2 if x > 0, 
MSEI/,: (*)]«
 (3.5.5) 
Finally,from Eq. (3.5.1), (3.5.4) and (3.5.5) we get 
r77^-A(nvnxr1m2(x)f(x)+[snr'(x) + (l/2ynx^'(x)r-} 
i(f(x))2 i f x > 0 , 
I +
 7^{(nvnx)-1f(x)+ [snf(x) + (l/2yyf'(x)r} (fix))2 
(3.5.6) 
,
 ? 7 7 L / ( n ^ n ) " 1 m 2 ( 0 ) / ( 0 ) + 4 ( r ' ( 0 ) ) 2 } 
i (/(a;))2 ifx = 0. 
1
 + 7 # S ( ("^n)-7(0) + ^ (/(0))2 } 
( /(z))2 
Thus when x > 0, (3.5.6) shows that the optimal choice of en is £n = 0, which gives the optimal 
choice of vn to be vn = 0 (n - 1 / 5 ) and the optimal order of M S F X ^ ) ] is then the usual 0{n-^5) 
Note that setting en = 0(u 2) also leads to the same optimum. 
On the other hand when x = 0, there is no optimal choice for vn > 0 while that for en is 
£n = 0((nvn)~1/3), so that we must have nvn —> oo for consistency. Setting en = w2 as above 
leads to vn = 0(n~i/7) and MSE (x) = 0 ( n _ 4 / 7 ) which is suboptimal. Note, however, that setting 
vn = 0(£~l/2) leads to en = 0(nr2^), so that the order of MSE becomes the usual n'4/5, but vn 
becomes 0(nl^°) which means in this case vn —> co! 
M S E K [ ( X ) 
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3 Simulation and Results 
3.1 CV Methods and ISE Criterion 
CV(Cross-Validation) approach is ;i useful method to optimize the parameters 
i',, and f,, There are two lorms of cross-validation : Muxtnmm Likelihood CV 
and Least-Squared CV. Here, we focus our attention on the Least-Squared 
CV. 
Below we describe optimal choice of ('</„, e„) by minimizing CV. 
The cross-validation methods are adapted from Scott (1992) and 
Wand and Jones (1995). 
Here define the leave one out estimate CV: 
CV {vn.Jn) = n-'ZUiYj - m + (* i ) ] 2 (3-1.1) 
whcre
 +fv , "''Ef^i^W . . 
m{Xi) =
 n-i^Q^Xi) (J>,) (3-1-2) 
and 
Y = m(X)+ € ( 3 . L 3 ) 
The vn and en minimizing this function are 
(v,t)cv = arg min CV(vn,en) 
Dn,«n 
Scott and Terrell (1987) call the function an Unbiased Cross-Validation 
criterion. 
Now we obtain the optimal regressor at {v,e): 
"Vt lx) = „~l<^n „ 7TT\ (3.1.4) 
Consider a distance measure betweenm+(x) andm(x), the Integrated 
Squared Error (ISE) is denned as 
/ •oo 
ISE{vn,en) = / [m+{x)-m(x))2f(x)dx t3-1-5) 
•J U 
Replace rn+(x) with m+ (x) thus we obtain: v
 ' (v,e) 
ISE.... = / \m+ lx) _ m(x)]* f(x) dx (3-1-6) 
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3.2 Simulation steps 























Step2: generate random sample (size n= 100,200,500) 
Step3: set list of possible value en and v„, ( and hn for Fan's Local Kernel 
Estimator) 
Step4: determine the optimal parameters above by minimizing UCV 
Step5: Calculating the mean sample ISE with the optimal parameters 
Step6: Table and graph Simulation Illustrations 
Following are the results and illustrations: 
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(the value outside parenthesis is Chaubey and Sen's Estimator, and inside one is Fan's Local Kernel Estimator) 







































(the value outside parenthesis is Chaubey and Sen's Estimator, and inside one is Fan's Local Kernel Estimator) 
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From Table 1 to 6, we can see that 
• As the size n increases , the optimal (e,v) and h decreases. 
• the optimal (e,v) between Y=X+2*exp(-l 6*(XA2))+e and 
Y=sin(2*X)+2*exp(-16*(XA2)) +c are close (the same to h) 









































3.3 Scatterplot and Regression Estimators 
for Simulation IID Data 
3.3.1 Simulation Summarizations 
Comparing the graphics of the Chaubey , Laib and Sen s Estimator 
and Fan's Local Estimator, we have the following conclusions: 
• The graphics of the Fan 's Local Estimators are close to Chaubey , 
Laib and Sen's Estimators 
• In small sample size(e.g.n=100), the graphics of the Fan's Local 
Estimators are closer than Chaubey , Laib and Sen's Estimator. 
• In large sample size(e.g.n=500), the graphics of the Chaubey ,Laib 
and Sen's Estimator are closer than Fan's Local Estimators. 
• As the sample size increases, the Chaubey , Laib and Sen's 
Estimators are much closer while Fan's Local Estimators are little 
closer. 
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Figure 9: Regression estimators for "hardwood growth data": 
(Data set source is from the Chaubey, Laib and Sen's paper, 2008: 
initial height (X) versus 5-year height-growth (Y)) 
The sample size n=94 
The minimizing CV for Chaubey and Sen's Estimator is 0.2144442 
while the optional (e,v) is (0, 0.025); 
The minimizing CV for Fan's Local Kernel Estimator is 0.2050526 
while the optional h is 0.95 
"O 
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4 Future Study 
4.1 Validate and Improve the New Smooth Regression Estimator 
Before and after using the new regression estimator, we may preliminarily evaluate the validity by 
checking the diagnostics (outliers and influential observations....) 
.Many parametric regression techniques such as: PRESS and Cook's distance can be taken advantage. 
4.2 Generalize the d-dimensional case 
We briefly discuss a generalization of our result to the (/-dimensional ca.se. For (/ > 1, de-
note by X, = (Xt],..., Xu{) a (/-dimensional vector random variable defined on R . Let 
x = (:i'i,. . ., xj) € R+d and cn = (ci„, . .. , cjn) such that for any 1 < i < (/, <:,•„ —* 0 . Then for 




 = mt^lnn^ (5*)° ' *-TU-• <5-"> 
where Q := an = 1/v2, Pii+ein — v2(xz + eln) and v := vn. 
Let Z, = (Xj,yj)ieN be a R + x R+-valued strictly stationary ergodic sequence. Let 0 be a 
Borelian function of M+ into K. We estimate then m(-) by 
n
 L i = i V x + f n A ( X i ) 
We need study such generalization of our result: for example, the properties and the applicaion. 
4.3 Comparison:More Smooth Regression Estimators and Selectors 
Here we consider only Unbiased Cross Validation(UCV),In a futurer researchwe shall consider also 
Biased Cross Validation(BCV). 
In this thesis we compare only Local Kernel smoother, in a futurer researchwe shall consider other 
Kernel smoother, also various noparametric approaches such as P P T , k-NN and Spline. 
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